ABOUT THE COMPANY

Sabina Gold & Silver Corp. is a well-financed Canadian precious metals company on track to become a mid-tier gold producer. The Company has a portfolio of properties in Canada at different stages of development. Our flagship project, the Back River Gold Project, is located in the western Kitikmeot Region of Nunavut. Through our Nunavut assets, Sabina is evolving from a successful exploration company to a developer. Sabina is listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange (“SBB”).

ABOUT THE POSITION

Reporting to the Superintendent, Underground, the Underground (UGD) Shift Boss is a working member of the UG team and ensures that team members are following safe work practices and procedures in accordance with required legislation to maintain the ongoing development of the underground mine at the Back River Project. The UGD Shift Boss is responsible for managing time, material, scheduling of tasks and ensuring team members meet deadlines according to the established short and long term mine plans. Working in a remote camp setting on a rotational basis (3x3), the working UGD Shift Boss aids the UG Team in supporting the development of the underground mine and is responsible for maintaining daily shifters logbooks and blasting logbooks.

PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES

Reporting to the Superintendent, Underground, duties will include (but are not limited to):

- Train and develop employees to applicable standards and best practice of mine development and equipment operation;
- Ensure team members are following safe work procedures and practices while adhering to Sabina’s safety policies and procedures, including ensuring proper PPE is used at all times and in accordance with ministry labour laws;
- Work alongside UG Mining crew to support the ongoing development of UG mining activities and construction;
- Engage with Maintenance department to ensure equipment is fit for use and planning preventative maintenance opportunities to meet short term targets;
- Communicate with Superintendent, Engineers, Maintenance, Underground Electricians and Surveyors to execute short and long term UG mining plans;
- Manage time, material, scheduling, tasks and seeing work through to completion with integrity. Ensuring team members stay on task in a safe and efficient manner to reach daily, weekly, and monthly UG targets;
- Maintain daily shifters logbooks, ground control logbook, blasting reports, and other reporting as required;
- Perform weekly and as-required workplace and infrastructure inspections;
- Aid in the planning or developmental work while monitoring performance and ensuring continuous improvement of the project:
- Complete evaluations of work performed by team members and report any deficiencies to supervisor; and
- Working activities of traditional drill and blast development and operation of underground equipment is expected during initial phases of development.

DESIRED QUALIFICATIONS

The successful candidate will have prior experience working in a remote camp setting with limited access to resources. Additionally, they will have:

- Five (5) years of experience working in underground mining with one (1) year experience in supervisory role;
- Nunavut Shiftboss Ticket and Blasters Ticket;
- Proven competence in establishing or maintaining a safety-first work environment;
- Completion of Underground Supervisory Mine Rescue Training; and
- Highschool Diploma or equivalent required with preference give to those with post-secondary education in mining technology or related field.
COMPENSATION AND BENEFITS

For informational purposes, the blended rate of pay for this role is $77.86 for 2184 scheduled hours in a work year. Competitive benefits and travel compensation will be discussed with the successful candidate.

APPLICATION AND CONTACT INFORMATION

To be considered for this opportunity, please email your resume to employment@sabinagoldsilver.com using the reference number 10058 in the subject line.

Kitikmeot Inuit, Nunavut Inuit and Residents receive priority hiring consideration, if one these categories applies, please state it after the reference number in the subject line.

We thank all for their interest but are only considering applicants with working rights in Canada.

The Sabina owed Back River Gold Project is a significant undertaking with contribution from both Sabina and valued Contractors. Although we appreciate your interested in working for Sabina directly; if you are not selected for employment with Sabina or we have no current work available that is suitable for your skill set, Sabina may share your application material with our contractors for positions that they are seeking to fill. If you do not want your resume shared, please indicate so in the subject line of your email and we will retain a copy of your application material for our internal records only.

We will retain application material on file for future vacancies (openings within 6-12 months) for consideration; however, you are encouraged to apply to any opening you may be suited for. If selected to move forward a member of our team will be in touch.

CLOSING DATE

This posting will remain open until 12:00AM MST October 28, 2022, unless a suitable candidate is not found; however, we encourage interested applicants to submit their resumes ASAP in order to be considered.